His Pretend Girl (An Emerald City Novella)

Dorothys life is too complicated for things
like commitment and long term
relationships. But if she were to hook up
with someone, it would be Matthew
Bradley The gorgeous guy from Sales with
the
heart-melting
smile,
and
smooth-as-chocolate voice. The problem is,
hes too busy noticing every other woman
in the office to give Dorothy the time of
day. Enter Ben. Hes friendly, as a fellow
programmer he gets her, and Dorothy has
to admit he looks pretty sexy in a tux. He
offers his services as her fake boyfriend for
the company Christmas party, strictly to
make Matthew jealous of course, and
Dorothy jumps at the chance. When it
turns out Ben wants more than a pretend
girlfriend, Dorothy has to decide if shes
holding out for the implausible when
someone impossibly wonderful is already
by her side. Publishers Note: This story
was previously published as part of the
Return to Emerald City collection.
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